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How Dutch registrars use PLR information to enrich the 
data from Cadastre



Presentation topics

• Introduction

• Two methods of registration of PL Restrictions

• Shaping the future method, current discussions
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Introduction

• Dutch system:

- A merged system of Land Register and Cadastre

Registrar is responsible for registering deeds in the 

Land Register and applying them in the Cadastre.
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The Land Register: (notarial) deeds
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The Cadastre: Administrative data registration
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The Cadastre: Map
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Methods of registration of PL restrictions

• Public-law restrictions in the Netherlands

Different methods of registration

• Two periods:

- before 2007

- since 2007

• Nowadays:

shaping the future for a new method of registration
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Before 2007

• “Information” by paper documents from governmental

organizations such as ministries, provinces and

municipalities lead to a notice on the cadastral parcel.

• Problems:

- No definition of “information”

- Not complete

- Not reliable
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Law on disclosure of PLR (WKPB)

• Since 2007

Better regulation: WKPB. 

Law on disclosure of public-law restrictions.

• List of all public-law restrictions that have to be 

disclosed by Kadaster-on-line (about 60)

• E.g. PLR about cultural heritage, environment, ground 

contamination, priority rights of the municipality, 

national defense, water, air etc etc
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Law on disclosure of PLR (WKPB)

• A result of political compromise:

Therefore two different ways of registering: 

- Kadaster (Land register method)

- Municipality (Municipality method)
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LR method: ministries and provinces 

• Document available

• Signal on the parcel as fast as signal of private rights: 

before 9 o clock next day  

• Possiblity of adding geographical coordinates of the 

contours of the object in separate layer of the map

Advantage when parcel is splitted � connection 

contour and parcel is always actual
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LR Method: ministries and provinces

• Disadvantage:

More formal procedure of delivery: electronic signature

that has same evidential value as a signature on paper.

Land Register has no webservices yet.
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Before splitting the parcel 
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After splitting the parcel



Two phases: preregistration

• Area of the public law restriction delivered in graphical 
coordinates and lines

• Coordinates are projected under a layer of the land registry map 
to have the connection cadastral parcel – area 

• Check whether the contour runs through the parcels that were/will 
be mentioned in the governmental decision

• If correct: coordinates and contour map taken in a preregistration 
deposit 





Two phases: registration

• Governmental decision is submitted to the land 

register

• Refers to preregistration number of the contour map.

• Both are recorded in the land register together



Municipality Method: municipalities 

• Document available at municipality

• Within 4 days recorded in National Facility and signal 

on the parcel  

• No possibility of adding contours.

When splitting the parcel the updating takes a lot of 

time (4 weeks). 
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Evaluation of the law in 2012

Not really surprising:

• Dual system is confusing

• No documents directly available regarding restrictions

of the municipality. 

• Actuality is not good enough, with danger of legal

uncertainty (priority rights of municipalities have the 

power to overrule private transactions).

• Contours not available in all cases
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Shaping the future method

• Minister: 

• Prepares a new law, regarding all regulation and

restrictions that have an impact of the way a parcel

can be used by the citizens. 

– The “Omgevingswet” (Environmental Law)

This is an enormous legislative operation!
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Shaping the future method

• Minister: WKPB will be integrated in Environmental 

law

• End of dual system

• Disclose all regulation by means of a sort of digital  

highway with coordinates

as unique identifiers.
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Current discussions

• But in which way:

Land Register method?

Municipality method + doc’s and contours?

• Or the same method as used for disclosing zoning

plans?
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Current discussions
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Current discussions

• Regulations, encumbrances and restrictions have 

sometimes different legal impact.

E.g.: generic zoning plan versus individual decree to 

clean polluted soil?

• Important: Dutch Civil Code article 7:15.

“all restrictions on a parcel must be mentioned by 

seller when selling the property to the buyer”.
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Current discussions

• Already has been a legal dispute about: does this

article only refer to private-law restrictions, or also to

public law restrictions?

• High Court Case 27-02-2004

“Land Consolidation interest”

Does 7:15 apply to LC interests?
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Current discussions

• Decision: 

- Yes, 7:15 does apply to LC interests.

- 7:15 refers to both private-law and public-law

restrictions (so it doesn’t matter if a LC interest is

regarded a private-law or a public-law restriction)
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Current discussions

• New question for the High Court in 2015:

High Court Case 30-01-2015

“Big river Guideline” / “Portsight”

Does the Big river Guideline

apply to 7:15?
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Current discussions

Decision:

- No, 7:15 does NOT apply to the 

Big river Guideline.

- High Court makes clear distinction between

generic regulation (7:15 not applicable) and and

individual restrictions (7:15 applicable,

so have certain private law effect).
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Current discussions

• Difference:

generic regulation: 

- seller and buyer have the SAME information 

position (does not matter whether regulation

imposes encumbrances on the parcel or not)

- “adressed to” society

- part of democratic decision making
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Current discussions

• Difference:

specific restrictions: 

- seller and buyer have a DIFFERENT information 

position (does not matter whether regulation

imposes encumbrances on the parcel or not)

- adressed to parties concerned

- possibility to complaint and go to court
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Conclusion

Our position regarding the Environmental law:

• If PL restrictions are regarded generic regulation a 

better way of disclosure can be achieved by the 

“Environmental Highway” (with use of coordinates)

• If PL restrictions are regarded as individual decrees: 

disclosing by using “Environmental Highway” (with use

of coordinates) is not sufficient. 
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Conclusion

Our position regarding the Environmental law:

• Because individual decrees have private law effect 

when transferring the ownership of parcels, this data 

must be integrated with Cadastre.

Therefore there must always be a reliable connection

between the coordinates of the Environmental Law

Highway and the parcels of Cadastre.

• And of course: we’d like to learn from other examples
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Building a reliable connection: 


